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Introduction
I would like to take the opportunity to welcome you to the prospectus for the inaugural
Boroughmuir Rugby Community Sports Club (CSC) Academy.
The Academy has been designed to be the foundation of Boroughmuir Rugby Club, working to the
Club's core vision and values to develop a supportive and challenging environment through
innovative delivery and allow all players, coaches and referees to achieve their true potential. We
aim to create rounded individuals based on hard work, talent and social responsibility to reflect the
community status of our club, whilst consistently producing the players and teams of the future.
You may well ask the question as to why we need an academy structure?
In reality, there is no one simple answer, however, in the modern game and with competition for
talent across sports and other activities, it remains my view that we need to constantly innovate to
provide the best opportunities to retain and grow the talent in our game.
It is only by striving to be the best will we achieve success as a club and by developing individuals in a
supportive structure we ensure the future as a thriving hub for the sport sits at the heart of
everything BRCSC stands for.
On a more practical level, and from a strictly business perspective, developing our own players,
coaches and referees is important for several reasons. The investment required in both time and
money into our academy is significant and so getting a return on this investment is paramount to
success. In the current economic climate, the ability to develop and retain our youth whilst providing
a quality pathway into senior rugby at the club is essential.
Identifying and nurturing potential talent and supporting individual aspirations for representative
rugby at a local and national level makes sound economic sense but also meets the aims, values and
vision of BRCSC and our governing body, the Scottish Rugby Union.
However, for me the Academy is more of an emotional commitment that demonstrates the Club is
making a bold statement that it is forward thinking in its approach to the changing game and willing
to invest in the future. The commitment to the Academy ensures BRCSC provides every opportunity
possible for our thriving youth section to be the best they possibly can be in whatever aspect of the
game they chose to commit to. This is a two-way street with our youth players and their families
forming an emotional attachment to a club that sits in the heart of their community.
The development of the Academy furthers our aspirations to bring together a broad spectrum of
individuals from players, coaches and referees to supporters, local schools and the community, as a
whole, into a welcoming environment both professionally and socially.
This is the true value of us developing an Academy Structure and is epitomised by,
‘One Club, One Culture, One Community’
David Campbell
Director of Youth Rugby
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Background
Boroughmuir Rugby and Community Sports Club (BRCSC)
has a long tradition of fostering grass roots rugby in and
around Edinburgh and has one of the largest youth sections
in Scotland. A proud club with the saltire on its crest, its
ethos and traditions are ones we want to maintain, nurture
and strengthen.
The vision the club are building towards is one where the
pathways from the first experience of rugby as a tot, through to the chance to play senior
representative rugby or just maintain an involvement in social rugby, is one that is clear and easy for
all to understand and with effort, is achievable.
The club also wants to ensure that it contributes to, and benefits from, being part of the world
family of rugby anchored in its local community, and that this is something that everyone can
experience, whether through playing, coaching, officiating, supporting or simply coming along to
watch their children have some fun.
It has long been a desire of BRCSC to further enhance and strengthen the ties between youth and
senior rugby and it is against this background that the Board commissioned the Academy to aid the
delivery of a ‘One Club, One Culture, One Community’ vision. The Academy has been built on the
structures and good practice developed in other clubs across Scotland and with the support of the
SRU.

Our Academy Vision
‘One Club, One Culture, One Community’
‘To have Boroughmuir RCSC Academy valued as the foundation of our club and the heart of our
community. An Academy that is recognised for being inclusive, supportive and able to consistently
produce the players and teams of the future based on hard work, talent and humility. In a culture
where the collective effort of players, coaches and referees enables everyone to achieve their
potential and “stay in rugby” for life.’
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Our Rugby Philosophy
Our success is underpinned by a philosophy with two main guiding principles:
1. To play a brand of rugby that both excites and entertains and that achieves success for
every member of Boroughmuir RCSC be they player, coach, official or club member
2. To be guided by the ethos that we develop every player, coach and match official as an
individual and give them all possible support on their way to fulfilling their potential in
rugby

Our Rugby Aims
The Boroughmuir Academy aims to deliver an inclusive, positive playing environment and excellent
player development, based on Scottish Rugby’s core values of Respect, Leadership, Achievement,
Engagement and Enjoyment.
To achieve this the Academy will:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Provide an environment for players to develop their technical, tactical, mental and physical
skills
Educate players in nutrition, lifestyle management and game understanding
Provide the foundations for advancement into the Senior Club
Support the development of high quality coaches and referees
Create a strong growth mindset development culture across the club
Enhance the clubs position as a Community based centre of sporting excellence.
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Playing Structure
Boroughmuir RCSC run teams from P1 to Senior Rugby.
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At all levels we utilise qualified and experienced coaches working with a vision to produce quality
rugby players where their development as a person as well as their development as a rugby player is
foremost in our thinking.
From this we model these players into teams where they learn the value and worth of playing for
each other and the fundamental meaning of being part of a team and a community.
To do this, as our young players develop they will be supported through an evolving programme
which has at its core expert individual and team rugby coaching. This is developed with strength
and conditioning coaching that is age and stage appropriate, and further extended by advice on
sports psychology, nutrition, and lifestyle.
All these factors are in place to allow every player, as they progress from tots to seniors to have the
best opportunity to fulfil their potential, whichever level it lies at.
Through a programme of focused, enjoyable weekly training and matches against other sides at
Mini, Midi and Youth levels, we aim to develop our players to be absolutely the best that they can
be, but also to retain the spirit of enjoyment and fun that runs through the core of rugby.
Each age group in the youth section is paired with senior squad players, to reinforce the “one club”
culture. The senior players get to know, support and mentor our Academy players and in turn the
Academy players are encouraged to support their ‘Champions’ during 1st XV matches, sustaining a
“#oneclub” ethos.
In addition, the club provides outreach to 16 local schools to providing the opportunity of rugby to
over 1,000 young people in our community every year.
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Academy Player Development Programme
As part the Boroughmuir Academy’s dedication and commitment to giving our young athletes the
opportunity to progress and develop in their chosen sport, we will also be delivering our Player
Development Programme (PDP)
Our PDP gives our U15, U16 and U18 age group players the opportunity to sign up to a higher
performance rugby programme and environment. PDP Players will receive additional specialist skill
sessions, strength & conditioning, sports nutrition and sports psychology with a view to them
developing a complete understanding of what it means to be successful both on and off the rugby
pitch and an ability to take ownership of their own development as they move towards senior rugby.
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Players highlighted for the PDP Programme will be selected on merits of current performance,
future potential, with a greater emphasis on the qualities, attitude & commitment of the person and
not solely on rugby ability.

Coaches. Teachers, Referee’s & Parents

The Boroughmuir Rugby Academy encompasses our squads from P1 to U18 (i.e. the Academy
encompasses the whole Youth section and the U18 squad).
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TEAM

FOCUS

PROGRAMME

U18
Whole
Squad

Rugby skill consolidation
Fitness
Strength
Competitiveness

Rugby training twice weekly plus matches
Strength & conditioning workshops once a week
Core skills evaluation monthly
Nutrition workshops monthly
Extra Tactical workshops monthly
Growth mindset sessions twice a season

U16
Whole
Squad

Rugby skill consolidation
Fitness
Strength
Competitiveness

Rugby training twice weekly plus matches
Regular Strength & conditioning workshops
Core skills evaluation monthly
Extra Tactical workshops monthly
Nutrition workshop twice a season
Growth mindset sessions twice a season

Rugby skill development
Fitness
Strength

Rugby training twice weekly plus matches
Regular Strength & conditioning workshops
Core skills evaluation monthly
Tactical workshop monthly
Nutrition workshops twice a season
Growth mindset session twice a season

PDP
Players

Development for senior rugby

(Additional to the U15, U16 & U18 Whole Squad
Programmes)
Advanced Strength & conditioning
Rugby skills training every week
Psychology workshop monthly

S1-S2
Whole
Squad

Rugby skill development
Fitness
Strength

Rugby training weekly plus matches
Regular Strength & conditioning workshops
Core skills evaluation monthly
Nutrition workshops twice a season
Growth mindset session

P4-P7
Whole
Squad

Fun
Fitness
Core rugby skills

P5-P7 training weekly plus matches
P4 training/matches weekly

P1-P3
Whole
Squad

Fun
Rugby fundamentals
Principles of play
Multi-Sport training

Training/fun games weekly

U15
Whole
Squad
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Coached Strength & Conditioning (S&C) - These sessions range from basic coordination and
functional movement exercises some of which can be delivered on field as part of warm ups or
throughout regular rugby sessions and become more complex as the players develop, working
towards core lifts that improve rugby performance and provide players with a carefully managed
gym programme. Players will be regularly tested and progress monitored.
Field Sessions - Additional field sessions or field session visits from specialist coaches are planned
regularly throughout the season. These sessions focus greatly on the development of our player’s
technical and tactical understanding of the game with key topics being delivered which relate to the
way we want to play the game here at Boroughmuir and in Scotland. Often these sessions may be
linked to both coach education and referee development also. In addition, all players from S1 to U18
will get periodic independent skills evaluations to support the coaches and ensure that the players
continue to develop at the right pace allowing us to offer our players specific feedback on areas to
work on as well as opportunities to do so.
Classroom - Not all our development takes place on the rugby field and we regularly take to the
classroom to further develop our players, coaches and referees. Topics include, Nutrition, goal
setting, growth mindset, video analysis, and a youth coaching course. We also provide indoor
workshops to aid player understanding of the technical and tactical sessions being delivered on the
field.
At the heart of the PDP lies Scottish Rugby’s Blueprint and its core principles of play:

The Scottish Way – Technical Blueprint – Core Principles of Play, Scottish Rugby, 2016
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Weekly timetable

Touring
To augment the structured player development programme, the Academy supports teams to go on
tour. These tours allow the players to expand their knowledge of the game, broaden their playing
experience and strengthen their team spirit. BRCSC strongly believe that touring compliments its
rugby philosophy, aims and traditions. Every person, whether player, coach, referee or parent who
participates in touring represents BRCSC and upholds its reputation.
It is envisaged continuity of current Youth Section financial support augmented by fundraising and
tour sponsorship will drive tour activity nationally and internationally. Recent tours include:
P5
P7
S1
S2
U15
U16
U18

Wales
Newcastle
Bishop's Stortford
Dublin
Italy
Holland
Canada

Rugby Camps
In addition to the Academy’s normal programme it runs four rugby camps each year (February,
Easter, Summer and October). These camps are open to both Academy members and non-members
in the age groups P4 to S2. The rugby camps cater for all levels of experience and our fully qualified
coaches ensure that all participants leave having not only enjoyed their time at the camp but having
advanced their rugby skills also.

Technology
The Academy embraces the use of technology to enhance the development of its players, coaches
and referees. The Academy already uses video analysis for S1 to U18, but is always looking for new
innovative ways to use technology to enhance development.
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Transition into the Senior Teams
One of the aims of the Academy is to support our senior teams by developing our young players to
the point where they can successfully make the transition into the senior rugby.
The Academy is based on a structured and managed programme of continuous improvement. With
each players' personal development plan criticality reviewed to establish areas of further
development backed up with a personalised training plan.
Where players are deemed ready to progress into the senior game they will be supported through
this transition via a graduated approach to ensure a successful move that supports both the needs of
the player and the senior teams. It is important to recognise that this transition is not necessarily a
traditional linear progression through the senior teams from thirds to firsts but where deemed
appropriate Academy and Senior Team Management will provide opportunities for players to enter
at a level appropriate to their abilities.
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Academy Player Welfare
Boroughmuir RCSC strive to achieve best practice in player welfare with the safety and well-being of
our players always at the forefront of our minds.
From World Rugby’s best practice of Putting the Player First through to Scottish Rugby’s own
frameworks for player welfare a strong set of advice, guidance and protocols are available to ensure
everyone understands their roles in player welfare.
To achieve this, our volunteer and professional staff strive to:
§

Keep up to date with and follow good practice coaching guidelines

§

Properly supervise young players during rugby activity

§

Make rugby fun, enjoyable and promote fair play principles

§

Place value on the efforts and achievements of all players involved, including those on other
teams

§

Treat all players with respect, dignity and fairness

§

Put the welfare and development of players first before winning or achieving team
performance goals

§

Build balanced relationships based on mutual trust and respect

§

Include players in the decision-making process wherever possible and appropriate

§

Work in an open environment, wherever possible

§

Be excellent role models

§

Give enthusiastic and constructive feedback rather than negative criticism

§

Recognise the individual developmental needs and capacity of young players

To help achieve this we work with the Scottish Rugby Unions model of best practice that includes:
§

Following Scottish Rugby Are You Ready to Play Rugby and age grade policies

§

Ensuring suitable and robust recruitment for volunteers and staff to work with young players

§

All coaches will hold a PVG (Protecting Vulnerable Groups) certification, in line with current
practice

§

Appointing suitably trained (both UKCC and First Aid) coaches and managers

§

Ensuring there is a clear way for young players and parents to raise any concerns

§

Proactively working to our child protection policy

§

Involving parents/carers wherever possible

§

Ensuring staff/volunteers are up to date with good practice in welfare and child protection

§

Following medical advice and protocols relating to injury prevention and management.
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Academy Culture
To develop players that embody Scottish Rugby’s core values of Respect, Leadership, Achievement,
Engagement and Enjoyment it is vital that the Academy lives and breathes the “One Club, One
Culture, One Community” ethos.
The Club actively encourages all Academy members to respect & support each other, everyone
associated with the club and the wider community. As well as actively recognising players that
embody the core values, the Club encourages the correct culture in many ways, including:

§

Match mascots

P1-P7 players are given the opportunity to be the team
mascot at all home First XV games.

§

Match ball boys/girls

P7-S2 players are given the opportunity to ball boys/ girls
at all home First XV games.

§

Half-Time matches

P1-S1 teams are given the opportunity to play half-time
matches at home First XV games where the opposition
can also field a team.

§

Active Support

All Academy players are encouraged to attend and
support the First XV and Academy team games.

First XV Champions

All Academy teams have named First XV player(s) that
mentor them including attending some of their training
sessions. In addition, at least once a year all Academy
squads and their First XV mentors participate in a
“Champions Training Day” which includes training and
social activities.

Champions Day

Once a year all Academy players attend a match day
celebration of past and present champions. This is the
Academy and Youth Section thank you to our senior
Teams for supporting us throughout the year. It is a
family occasion and develops our philosophy and
understanding of club culture whilst assisting our senior
team, and BRCSC as a whole, through both vocal and
financial support.

§

§
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Boroughmuir Rugby Academy Membership Fees
Age Grade

Fees

P1 & P2

£75

P3 – P5

£125

P6 - U18

£145

PDP player

Membership fee + £200

Note, discounts are available, e.g. family membership, for details see the website
(www.boroughmuirsports.co.uk).

Bursary Scheme
The Academy aims to be inclusive for all and in support of this will provide financial assistance
towards paying all or part of the club fees for those that need it. Bursaries are awarded at the
discretion of the Club Board. If you would like to apply for a bursary then please email the Director
of Youth Rugby at youth.rugby@boroughmuirsports.co.uk.
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The Academy Coaching and Management Team

Academy Management

Youth
U18

U16

Midis

U15

S2

S1

Name
David Campbell
Ian Paxton

Role
Director of Youth Rugby
Director of Rugby

Scott Anderson
Ritchie Somerville
Rob Hoole

Academy Director
Asst Academy Director (Midi’s)
Asst Academy Director (Mini’s)

Ross Young
Lewis Robinson

Academy Manager
Asst Development Officer

Energy Gym/ Crossfit
Club Physio Team

Strength & Conditioning
Physio Support

Kirsty Browne
Nicola Gemmell
Anthony Carruthers

Youth Section Secretary
Midi Fixture Secretary
Mini Fixture Secretary

Name
Peter Wood
Scott Anderson
Jeremy Scott
Graeme Hepburn
Alan MacGregor
Jim Shields
Alan Reid
Gary Smeaton
Chris Howard

Role
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach

Name
Paul Bierman
Andrew Jacques
Duncan Ritchie
Ben Forbes
Colm Moloney
Ritchie Somerville
Graeme Beveridge
Billy Blythe-Lafferty
Alan Forman
Innes Ledingham
Bruce Gemmell
Steve Langmead
Bruce Ballantine

Role
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
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Minis
P7

P6

P5

P4

P3

P1-P2

Name
Rob Hoole
Gavin Robertson
Adam Paul
Cristopher Cowdy
Mike Stevens
Duncan Small
Gary McLean
Calum Thomson
Cameron McNair
Roy Hasson
Peter Lamb
Andrew Kennedy
Guillaume Robin
Graeme MacLean
Trevor McDonald
Sam Molyneux
John Millar
Euan Haggerty
Bruce Armstrong
Chris Noble
Dan Sutton
Doug Vick
Alan Whyte
Malcolm Reid
Jack Cadell
Gaetan Richard
Glenn Pearce

Role
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Head coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
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Developing the Academy
The Club is committed to the development of the Academy to support all facets of the game of
rugby, from playing to refereeing, coaching and the other vital elements that sustain the game.

Coach Development Programme
In parallel to the Player Development Programme explained in this prospectus the club is also
developing a Coaching Development Programme, working closely with Scottish Rugby to ensure that
our coach education and support is well planned, through and supports the PDP. The Coaching
Development Programme is based on maintaining a minimum number of coaches holding the
following qualifications at each age Group:

UKCC Level 1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

1

2

3

4

5

5

1

2

UKCC Level 2

S1

S2

U15

U16

U18

2

2

3

3

3

This will be enhanced though structured continuous development and support of all coaches by the
full time Academy Manager and Assistant Development Officer.

Refereeing Academy
Rugby cannot take place without match officials. The development of a pathway to refereeing is
another aspect of the Academy approach the club has adopted. Working with Scottish Rugby the
club now offers opportunities for referee development and support. The Referee Development
Programme is based on a minimum training schedule of:

L1 Ref Course

Field Session

In House CPD

Video

Elite Refs

-

1 per month

4 per season

Bi monthly

S1 – U18

1 per season

-

4 per season

-

P1 – P7

1 per season

-

4 per season

-

P4-P7 matches will have “game coaches” and a Level 1 referee will referee S1-U18 matches.
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The Community
Boroughmuir Rugby and Community Sports Club is committed to contributing towards our
community in and around Edinburgh.
The club has a dedicated community manager and is involved with a number of different long-term
programmes, including, fundraising, providing volunteers for activities, and helping to promote the
charitable group’s exposure within our area. Academy players, coaches and parents are encouraged
to become actively involved in as many of these activities as possible.
Examples include:
1.

With the support of the SRU & RBS, the club organises at least two community clean-up
days a year that aims to bring everyone together to have fun and improve the
appearance of the local community

2.

Fundraising for charities such as Marie Curie. We hold at least one large event every year
at the sports club as well as linking with our local supermarkets to do a bag packing day.
We also do regular visits to hospices and care centres.

3.

We also set up a local Community cafe, Canalside, with the aim of providing a space for
all the local clubs, organisations and residents to have a focal point and a nearby venue
to hold meetings, events and generally have a place they can call their own.
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Associate Members

The Community Sports Club is delighted to share its facilities with other local sports club, and has the
following associate clubs:
Boroughmuir Former Pupils Association
Boroughmuir Thistle
Boroughmuir Hockey
CALA Edinburgh Hockey
Boroughmuir Cricket
Edinburgh Wolves
Napier Knights
St Andrews Rowing Club
Forth Canoe Club
Fencing Is Fun
Edinburgh Referee Society (ERRS)
Colinton Tennis Club

www.boroughmuirhighschool.org/former-pupils-association
www.clubwebsite.co.uk/boroughmuirthistle
www.boroughmuirhockey.co.uk
www.edinburgh-hockey.co.uk
www.boroughmuircc.hitscricket.com
www.edinburghwolves.com
www.napierstudents.com/organisation/sports/AmericanFootball
www.standrewboatclub.com
www.forthcc.com
www.fencingisfun.co.uk
www.edinburghrugbyreferees.com
www.colintonltc.org.uk

Digital Community
The club and Academy works hard to keep its members informed about the club and community by
keeping its:
§

website (www.boroughmuirsports.co.uk),

§

Facebook (www.facebook.com/BoroughmuirRugby) and

§

Twitter (www.twitter.com/bmuirsports)

regularly updated, and by sending all members an electronic newsletter (Buzz).

Local Schools
In addition, the Academy works with 16 local schools to make rugby accessible to over 1,000 young
people each year. We use rugby as a vehicle to engage with youngsters and assist them in
developing their fitness and skills whilst having fun.
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Sponsorship of the Boroughmuir Rugby Academy
Boroughmuir Rugby Academy is fortunate to have five fantastic founding sponsors:

Scotland’s leading telecommunication and
network provider
www.commsworld.com
Your local forward thinking Independent
Financial Advisory company
www.innovate-fs.co.uk
One of the UK’s leading digital technology
providers
www.agilisys.co.uk
A consulting group providing services to power,
water, environmental engineering and energy
intensive industries
www.projecx.biz
Your local IT services partner delivering
enterprise level solutions at small-business prices
www.ecs.scot

Other supporters include

There are opportunities for other community-minded businesses to become involved in a range of
sponsorship initiatives at Boroughmuir RCSC.
These come with the benefits of being associated with a widely-recognised and highly-respected
successful community sports club.
You can gain from association with our emphasis on the positive development of our young people
and the promotion of an inclusive, active and healthy life-style, while attaining their potential in
sport. Companies and individuals interested in this sponsorship opportunity should contact us at
cdm@boroughmuirsports.co.uk.
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“Boroughmuir’s ethos and long-term investment in the development of young people is very
impressive. Commsworld is proud to support the Academy as it encourages active and healthy lifestyles and great teamwork.”
Ricky Nicol, CEO of Commsworld
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